COVERT Markus Cell Models  12 Mar 2013

opening:  story from War and Peace Leo Tolstoy...

no one is executing me;  it is a concurrence of circumstances:
(Russian politics, the War, the people)
a great analogy to  cell bio;

Kiberstis and Roberts in Science in 2002

cover story the puzzle of complex disease...

his lab:  need a model for the whole thing

genes, enviro, other factors

want to predict complex behaviors

with a whole cell model
 we could

interpret  large-scale datasets
predict complex behaviors
design novel organisms rationally
reduce devel time and cost

been thinking abt whole cell models since 1998 as a 1st yr grad student...


1999  e-cell  127 genes  japan

then e coli  model  with  600 metabolic genes  with bernard paulson

then bioCyc 160 genomes in 2003

expanded minimal cell model  2005

2007  H salinarium regulatory model

2009  EU model of M pneumoniae  tour de force model

Question 1:  can we build a whole cell model today???

any cell at all...  lessons of the last decade


it requires a variety of approaches

cannot use  just  differ eqns, or linear models  etc.

in some cases we know great detail.. but in some cases all we know is qualitative...

need to integrate diverse approaches...

Modules:  transport, metabolism, gene expression, cell division, decay,  dna replication, complexation, protein synthesis

cell division  ODEs

transport  optimization

decay  poisson random...


assume that they are indep at a small enough time step  eg  ONE SECOND.


simulate, integrate, simulate loop

Mycoplasma genitalium

like to do modeling and expts in same lab


small # of genes


flask shape: my genitalium


went thru 1000 papers... extracted 1700 params from the literature...


Nature Biotech review article...(of their work)

28 cell processes

math modesl:  probabilistic binding,  markov models, boolean, mass action, stochastic poisson proc  ODE
constraint-based models
geometric analyssis

it contains about 1 gig of  data

need ways to visualize it...


wholeCellViz


cell shape,  metab,  gene expression

he shows 654,000 collisions of dna binding proteins...

shows translation

shows DNA replication

should be able to double...  got 9 hour doubling time

model got  8.9 hour doubling time...


look at fraction of dna, lipid, protein, rna


mRNA has short half like

shows when a certain RNA is being produced...

can plot everything...


burst like activity of some mRNAs  (only made sporadically but the
product may be stable and is slowly accumulating...


Taniguchi  Science 2010


can count particular mRNAs with YFP


no correlation btwn  mRNA and protein levels in single cells

question 3:  can we predict NOVEL behaviors?


oriC


shows circles  on a circular  dna  that shows the entire hx of where  binding occured on thie chromososme


ri = replication intitation...

cell cycle  3 phases....  initiation then  replication, then cytokinesis (cytokin is always 1 hour)

28 mer forms in 5 site sto initiate replic...

dNTP is what  does dna replic


at time t0  dNTP is being synth  but not used...

so it takes a long time  for replic init to occur

he shows how  replication duration and repli init duration are negat correlated...


example above was a total surprise...  not known and not explained...


it has 500 genes...


we get estimates of params from literature but some params are wrong... cuz not measured in myocoplasm gen.


model is telling us a range that the TDK k-cat has to be...

it worked... it did tell us exaclty  what it should be and was expt verified...




she did 3 difft  Kcats and they were all very close  (in knowck outs of mycopl gen)

everybody  dos both  lab and models...
his answer to my Q:   
grid model with difft model in each grid...

Q  signalling cascades..

big adds will be reguation and signalling...

there is a resol that is much finer than 1 second.. eg ODEs and gillespie models...

how did u do measurements...

got these from ltierature...  but v uneven...

lots of inconsiste4ncies in the literature...


cooking class with his student sin SF  hoc mousse.  pic of lab members...


just got a NIH Direcotr's Pioneer Awared  v  ahrd
and NIH path to indep award...




